
Agenda

TuneFind Committee Meeting

Friday, November 9, 2001, 6:30 P.M.

2354 West 31st Street TIME:  6:30 to 8:30 P.M.
Los Angeles, CA 90018

1. Executive's Report
a. Application for 501(c)(3), a 1023 package was filed to IRS (April 22).

First letter from IRS (Cincinnati Office, OH) on April 30, 2001
Receipt notice, 120 days; in case of rejection IRS explains appeal rights.

Second letter from IRS (Cincinnati Office, OH) on July 24, 2001
The case was transferred to National Office, Washington D.C. for ruling.
My call - July 26, 2001 - Not assigned to an officer.
My call - August 15, 2001 - Not Assigned to an officer.
My call - September 14, 2001 - Assigned to Lee Phaup 202-283-8935.

Third letter (Questions) from IRS (Lee Phaup at Washington, D.C.) on
September 10, 2001;   The answer was sent by FedEx on October 9. 2001
I did a few following up calls and left on the answering machine.

b. Grass-root lobbying activity to IRS to accelerate granting (in other words, to shorten
the pending period).

(1)  Funding promise from Foundations.  (By phone talk with IRS)
(2)  Sympathetic letters from other nonprofit organizations or people.  (My idea).   I

collected 4 letters and sent to IRS, and also forwarded the answer to a few
people.

(3)  Do self-study of IRS's nonprofit laws by Internet, and legally approach to IRS.
(My idea, www.nolo.com)   I haven't done anything.

c. Collecting pictures and acquisition of permission from copyright holders (for the
Newsletter).   Luis Armstrong - final stage;  Elvis Presley and friends - in the
middle;  Johann Sebastian Bach - still a draft letter (has not been sent).

d. Field works on local music CD shops and local music scores (notes) shop.

DISCUSSION
If time is up (8:30), stop there.  The rest will be postponed to the next time.

1. Price of picture (copyright permission).
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